
It’s time for the 
ride of your life

FROM FACIAL TOPIARY TO ARCHITECTURAL APPRECIATION, GET 
A HANDLE ON THESE BICYCLE TOURS AROUND EUROPE

The hardcore oneThe hardcore one

Beer, bike and border-crossing Beer, bike and border-crossing Beer, bike and border-crossing 
lovers, you’re in luck. Thelovers, you’re in luck. The Bike  Bike 
Across Belgium TourAcross Belgium Tour, from Ciclismo , from Ciclismo 
Classico, takes in Classico, takes in Belgium, the, the
Netherlands Netherlands and Luxembourg Luxembourg
over nine days and 526km, visiting over nine days and 526km, visiting over nine days and 526km, visiting 
the centuries-old brewery of De the centuries-old brewery of De the centuries-old brewery of De 
Halve Maan, Instagrammer’s fav Halve Maan, Instagrammer’s fav Halve Maan, Instagrammer’s fav 
Bruges and the Dutch town of Bruges and the Dutch town of Bruges and the Dutch town of 
Sluis, famed for its dunes, windmills Sluis, famed for its dunes, windmills Sluis, famed for its dunes, windmills 
and polders. With 1,100-plus beers and polders. With 1,100-plus beers and polders. With 1,100-plus beers 
on offer (steady), its refreshment-on offer (steady), its refreshment-on offer (steady), its refreshment-
break game is strong. Saddle up. break game is strong. Saddle up. break game is strong. Saddle up. 
30 Jun-8 Jul. Fly to Luxembourg30 Jun-8 Jul. Fly to Luxembourg30 Jun-8 Jul. Fly to Luxembourg

The boozy one 

How do you improve a historic 
tour of London? Simple: add gin, 
tonic and Tally Ho’s Gin Safari. It 
includes a visit to a small-batch 
distillery south of the river in 
Bermondsey and a ride along 
the Thames-side industrial 
wharfs that inspired Fagin’s den 
in Charles Dickens’ classic novel 
Oliver Twist. Please, sir, can I have 
some more? Yes, you can. 
tallyho.cc. Sats and Suns,  
Mar-Oct. Fly to London 
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The social one

Friendship and bikes go together 
perfectly: just ask ET or those  
weird kids from Stranger Things. 
Rendezvous Chez Nous’ Lyon 
In Tandem Tour lets you and up  
to seven pals enjoy la Ville des 
Lumières on a route tailored to  
you, with possible stops at Saône 
Quays and Parc de la Tête d’Or – 
Park of the Golden Head. Like most 
things, it sounds better in French.
rendezvouscheznous.com. Fly to Lyon

The cultural one 

Being sophisticated while on 
holiday can be hard and, yes, 
sometimes boring. But this is the 
beauty of architecture: it just sits 
there, and by simply laying your 
eyes on it, you win cultural brownie 
points. Amazing. beCopenhagen’s 
Contemporary Architecture Tour 
is an excellent way to try out this 
little city-break culture cheat, 
with stops in the Parliament area, 
neighbourhoods that have gone 
from derelict to hip and the new 
district of Ørestad. Being highbrow 
is as easy as riding a bike.
becopenhagen.dk. Fly to 
Copenhagen

The hairy one 

If your idea of a bike ride involves 
fancy dress (it should), Ljubljana’s 
Moustache Tour is the one for 
you. Moustachioed guides 
dressed up as three of Slovenia’s 
lauded cultural figures reveal 
the city’s history, with visits to the 
National Gallery, a bar and an 

architect’s workroom. Turn-of- 
the-century style, cobblestone 
streets and the promise of a 
terrifying/enticing ‘moustachioed 
surprise’ make this one not to 
trim from your to-do list. 
Fridays from 5 Apr.  
Fly to Ljubljana 
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